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requiring, and least well-paid occupations, which were essentially 1( over by whites who had preceded them (see Spear, 1967; Davis and Haller, 1973; Hershberg et al., 1981).  Many blacks who were able to acquire an apprenticeship in occupations such äs plumbing, masonry, <: carpentry were not allowed to join unions or to practice their trade: the way white ethnics were (see Marshall, 1965). Often, blacks fortunate enough to possess such skills were required to work independently, and at times sporadically, at less than union scale. The following coiranents of a 70-year-old black wallpaper stripper are gerraane:
I learned masonry in North Carolina. Down there I could find work. Colored people often did this type of work. When I come to Philadelphia [at approximately 30 years of age], they [whites] wouldn't let me work.  I couldn't find work even though I was qualified. So I went in business for myself, and started hanging wallpaper, made a living that way.  I don't do that no more.  I just strip paper, now.
Some of the earliest organized job-training situations were developed in grade schools, YMCAs, and vocational high schools servil working-class youths.  In shop classes boys were trained to run machines, such äs lathes, and girls were often taught sewing and hom< econornics. At graduation a friend of the family, a relative, or a teacher would serve äs a reference for the prospective worker.  In tl way schools, friends, and families provided important links to the workplace, informally shaping the work settings of the day along ethi and cultural lines that reflected their neighborhoods, schools, and families (Hareven and Langenbach, 1978).
Sometimes vocational instructors moonlighted at a local shop, wh< they were "regulär guys," but also where they could channel their ab'. students into Jobs. A person trusted in one place was usually truste in the other. Through these placements, the students often gained a trade for life and affirmation of themselves through work.  Trainee < instructor alike obtained some affirmation of self-worth and perhaps even closer identification with friendship, neighborhood, or ethnic circles.  Such channeling helped to create and support the peculiar racial and ethnic character of certain occupations. For the ethnic group members, these effective, informal job-training efforts were important steps between youth and adulthood.  They were effective in part because they were heavily sanctioned by those involved, but als< because they were part of a social System; the workplace was recepti\ to them.
Such social connections and placements were crucial for the effectiveness of early employment-training efforts.  People entering such relationships often did so on the promise that they would gain ; Job in return for their involvement.  It was in just this way that young men and women placed in comparatively rewarding employment positions could begin to develop what would become lifelong positive associations with work. Furthermore, in these circumstances the wori ethic could be affirmed and reinforced, not only for the individual

